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Bulk–surface correspondence in Weyl semimetals ensures the formation of
topological “Fermi arc” surface bands whose existence is guaranteed by bulk Weyl
nodes. By investigating three distinct surface terminations of the ferromagnetic
semimetal Co3Sn2S2, we verify spectroscopically its classification as a time-reversal
symmetry-broken Weyl semimetal. We show that the distinct surface potentials
imposed by three different terminations modify the Fermi-arc contour and Weyl node
connectivity. On the tin (Sn) surface, we identify intra–Brillouin zone Weyl node
connectivity of Fermi arcs, whereas on cobalt (Co) termination, the connectivity is
across adjacent Brillouin zones. On the sulfur (S) surface, Fermi arcs overlap with
nontopological bulk and surface states. We thus resolve both topologically protected
and nonprotected electronic properties of a Weyl semimetal.

I
n topological semimetals, the dispersion of
the topological surface bands is correlated
with the topological bulk bands dispersion
(1–8). Examples includeWeyl and Dirac semi-
metals whose nontrivial topological proper-

ties arise from the existence of band-touching
points, termed Weyl or Dirac nodes, in the elec-
tronic bulk band structure. Bulk Weyl nodes are
formed under broken inversion or time-reversal
symmetry. They exhibit definite chirality and are
associated with open-contour “Fermi-arc” sur-
face bands that emanate from one Weyl node
and terminate at another with opposite chirality
within the surface two-dimensional (2D) momen-
tum space. Owing to this surface–bulk correspon-
dence, the dispersion of the Fermi arcs reflects
the Weyl cone band structure and particularly
the bulk Weyl nodes energy. The Berry curva-
ture associated with Weyl and Dirac nodes has
been shown to result in a chiral anomaly in
magnetotransport (9–11) and various nonlocal
transport effects (12, 13).
The formation of Fermi arcs is guaranteed

by the existence of bulk Weyl nodes and there-
fore provides a direct way to classify the bulk
topology bymeans of surface probes. Nevertheless,
some of the properties of Fermi arcs, such as their
momentum-space contour and their connectivity
among theWeyl nodes, are predetermined not by
the bulk distribution of Weyl nodes but rather
by the details of the surface termination (14, 15).

These properties, which can be controlled by
surface manipulation, have direct implica-
tions for the magnetoelectric dynamics of the
Weyl electrons that combine bulk and sur-
face conduction, such as quantum oscillations
(16, 17). Nevertheless, the level of susceptibility
of the Fermi-arc bands to varying surface
potentials has not been studied thoroughly in
experiment.
Here, we study the compound Co3Sn2S2 that

was classified recently as a candidate time-
reversal symmetry-brokenWeyl semimetal (18, 19).
In contrast to many material candidates (6, 20)
and several experimental realizations (21–24)
of the inversion symmetry–broken Weyl semi-
metals, time-reversal symmetry–broken Weyl
semimetals were predicted in only a few mag-
netically ordered material candidates, including
GdPtBi (25), Y2Ir2O7 (1), HgCr2Se4 (26), and cer-
tain Co2-basedHeusler compounds (27). In a few,
including Co3Sn2S2 (18, 28), a large anomalous
Hall conductivity was reported (29), an indication
of a magnetic Weyl phase; however, a spectro-
scopic verification remains challenging. In Co3Sn2S2
(Fig. 1A), the magnetic properties arise from the
kagome-lattice cobalt (Co) planes (30), whosemag-
neticmoments order ferromagnetically out of plane
below 175K (18,31). TheseCoplanes are interleaved
with buffer planes of triangularly ordered tin
(Sn) and sulfur (S). Ab initio calculations (18, 19)
find six Weyl nodes in the bulk Brillouin zone
(BZ) (Fig. 1B). Their projection on the (001) sur-
face identifies three Fermi-arc bands that con-
nect the six surface-projected Weyl nodes. We
show that the Fermi-arc connectivity in Co3Sn2S2
varies with the surface termination, which also
affects the intricate Weyl semimetal magneto-
electric response (Fig. 1C).
We use scanning tunneling spectroscopy to

visualize the Fermi-arcs and to investigate their
structure and connectivity inCo3Sn2S2. The layered

structure of thematerial enabled us to study spec-
troscopically all three terminations of the (001)
surface. Single crystals of Co3Sn2S2 were cold
cleaved at 80 K under ultrahigh-vacuum condi-
tions and measured at 4.2 K in a commercial
scanning tunnelingmicroscope (STM) (UNISOKU).
Energetically, the most favorable cleave plane is
between the Sn and the S atomic layers (Fig. 1A).
Indeed, most of the cleaved surface exhibits a
triangular atomic structure, indicative of the Sn
or S terminations, shown in Fig. 1, D and E, re-
spectively. Rarely, we detect the less probable
Co termination, indicated by the characteristic
Kagome crystal structure as shown in Fig. 1F (for
detailed element determination of termination
scheme, see figs. S1 and S2). Each termination
imposes a distinct surface potential that results
in a distinct surface band structure. This diver-
sity is captured by the characteristic dI/dV spectra
that we find on the Sn-, S-, and Co-terminated
surfaces, shown in Fig. 1, G to I, respectively.
We have performed ab initio calculations (see

materials andmethods) of the surface band struc-
ture of the three different terminations (19). We
find that the three different terminations of the
(001) surface in Co3Sn2S2 exhibit not only distinct
Fermi-arc contours, but also distinct connectiv-
ities of the (001) surface-projected Weyl nodes.
On the Sn termination, the Fermi arcs connect
Weyl nodes within the same BZ (Fig. 1J), whereas
on the S termination, the connectivity is ambig-
uatedbyhybridizationwithnontopological surface-
projected bulk bands (Fig. 1K), and on the Co
termination the connectivity is across adjacent
BZs (Fig. 1L). Todemonstrate themarked influence
that diverse connectivity may have on the elec-
tronic transport of Weyl semimetals, we consider,
in Fig. 1C, a sample with distinct top and bottom
terminations with different connectivity. In such
a case, the semiclassical trajectory of the electrons
under aweak perpendicularmagnetic field would
involve traversing all six Fermi arcs on either
surface and crossing the bulk six times in be-
tween, before returning to the initial state. This
stands in sharp contrast to the previously con-
sidered case of surfaces with identical connect-
ivity, in which the electrons oscillate only through
a single Fermi arc on each of the two surfaces
(16, 17). Boundaries between surfaces with differ-
ent Fermi-arc connectivity should also be further
investigated because the change in connectivity
across themmay potentially invoke new 1D topo-
logical states.
To visualize the Fermi arcs and explore their

energy evolution on the various surface termi-
nations, we carried out measurements of the
quasiparticle interference (QPI) patterns that
elastically scattered electrons embed in the local
density of states (LDOS) measured in differential
conductance (dI/dV) maps (32, 33). A topographic
image of the Sn-terminated surface decorated by
moderate concentration of adatoms is shown in
Fig. 2A. The QPI patterns on the Sn surface ap-
pear asweak ripplemodulations in the correspond-
ing dI/dVmap (Fig. 2B). Here, and throughout the
manuscript, our dI/dV mappings are normalized
by the concurrently measured conductance, I(V).
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We trace these QPI patterns to originate from
subsurface impurities that appear fainter in
Fig. 2A. Fourier decomposition of the QPI
patterns separates surface scattering processes
according to their transferred momentum, q, be-
tween incoming and scattered electronic wave
functions. In general, the resulting QPI patterns
consist of a complicated mixture of scattering
processes that involve both Fermi-arc states and
nontopological surface states. The identification
of the respective surface bands that generate
the QPI patterns is achieved by detailed compa-
rison with calculations of the joint density of
states (JDOS), on the basis of ab initio modeling.
Throughout the paper, we highlight those scatter-
ing processes that involve Fermi-arc bands (marked
in pink). We account for both the momentum
structure of those patterns, as well as their dis-
persion with energy. The Fermi energy (zero bias
in STM) is set consistently for all surface termi-
nations to lie 45 ± 10 meV above the neutrality
point, on the basis of fitting their respective QPI
patterns with the ab initio calculations. This
positions theWeyl nodes at about 105meV above
the Fermi energy. All QPI patterns presented are
symmetrized according to the C3 symmetry of
the crystal (unsymmetrized data are presented
in fig. S3). The spin character of these bands is
neglected because all the surface bands are found
to be fairly spin polarized within the ferromag-

netic phase (fig. S4). The orbital character of the
different surface bands was not found to limit
scattering processes significantly and is there-
fore disregarded as well (fig. S5).
The QPI patterns on the Sn surface have par-

ticularly sharp polygonal shapes. Representative
QPI maps taken at 7.5 meV and at −10 meV are
shown in Fig. 2, C and D, respectively. The main
QPI patterns at 7.5meV (Fig. 2C) are the hexagonal-
shape QPI around q = 0 and replicas of it centered
on Bragg peaks. To associate these QPI patterns
with particular scattering processes, we consider
the calculated surface density of states DOS(k) of
the Sn termination, plotted in Fig. 2E, along with
a simplified diagram of it (left and right panels,
respectively).We find that the observedhexagonal
QPI pattern originates from scattering processes
(pink and red arrows in Fig. 2E) between a buckled
hexagonal electron pocket around G and the adja-
cent edges of buckled triangular electron pockets
at the K and K′ corners of the BZ (captured also
in the JDOS calculation shown in fig. S6A). The
edges of the triangular pockets around K are
formed by the open-contour Fermi-arc bands,
each of which connects a pair ofWeyl coneswithin
the BZ (note that away from theWeyl node energy,
the Fermi arcs merge with the rims of the dispers-
ing Weyl cone).
At a lower energy, an additional pattern ap-

pears in the QPI that further contributes to the

identification of the involved scattering processes.
With decreasing energy, the hexagonal QPI pat-
terns increase in size, and toward −10 meV addi-
tional straight lines appear in the QPI along G-M
that connect the adjacent corners of the QPI
hexagons (Fig. 2D). The resulting honeycomb
QPI pattern signifies a pocket structure of higher
symmetry. Indeed, we find that the additional
connecting lines in theQPI pattern originate from
quasinesting conditions,marked by the open pink
arrow in Fig. 2F, brought about by approximate
colinearity of edges of adjacent triangular pockets
at K and K′ (corresponding JDOS calculation in
fig. S6B). These scattering processes necessarily
involve Fermi-arc bands. The shape, size, and
orientation of the connecting line QPI patterns
indicate that the Fermi arcs involved in these scat-
tering process connect between pairs of adjacent
Weyl nodes within the BZ.
The full energy evolution of the QPI patterns

that we find on the Sn surface is captured in the
energy-momentum cut along the K-G-M direction
(Fig. 2G). The most prominent dispersing line
(solid pink arrow), which grows outwards from
q = 0 with decreasing energy, corresponds to the
growing hexagonal QPI patterns. As shown in
Fig. 2E, the hexagonal QPI is determined by the
scattering vector between the edges of the hex-
agonal and triangular electron pockets. Because
upondecreasing energy all electronpockets shrink
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Fig. 1. Surface band structure on Sn, S, and Co terminations of
Co3Sn2S2. (A) The layered crystal structure with Co moments
(arrows) ordered ferromagnetically. (B) Bulk BZ hosting three pairs
of Weyl nodes and their (001) surface projection. (C) Illustration of Sn
and Co surfaces with their respective intra- and inter-BZ Weyl node
connectivity and the semiclassical electron magnetotransport trajec-
tory (arrows). (D to F) Atomically resolved Sn, S, and Co surfaces,
showing triangular, triangular, and kagome crystal structure,
respectively. Insets show atomic lattice sites indicated by the

colored dots. (G to I) Typical dI/dV spectra on the different
terminations. (J to L) Ab initio calculation of the band structure of
Co3Sn2S2 projected to Sn, S, and Co surface terminations. A cut
through a pair of Weyl nodes [along a dotted line of the corresponding
color in (B)] is given in grayscale, whereas the Fermi-arc dispersions
[across rectangles in (B)] are marked in color. On Sn, the Fermi
arcs connect Weyl nodes within the surface BZ, on S the connectivity is
obscured by metallic surface bands, and on Co they connect Weyl
nodes across adjacent BZs.
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(Fig. 2H), the interpocket scattering vector, which
generates the hexagonal QPI, grows. This evolu-
tion continues with decreasing energy, until at
about −10meV, an accidental symmetry between
the K and K′ pockets supports the quasinesting
conditions and the onset of the connecting lines
in QPI. These connecting lines are signified in
Fig. 2G by the dark shaded area, along the G-M
direction (open pink arrow), that connects the
dispersing mode around q = 0 with its replica
centered on the Bragg peak at q = 13.5 nm−1.

Close inspection of the QPI patterns on the Sn
surface allows us to observe direct signatures of
time-reversal symmetry breaking, clearly man-
ifested by the asymmetric calculated dispersion,
H(k) ≠ H(−k) in Fig. 2, E and F. Accordingly,
similar scattering processes on either side of the
BZ should attain slightly different momentum
transfer. Around zero bias, an inner scattering
mode,which is fainter than the outer one (marked
by red and pink arrows, respectively), appears
in Fig. 2G along the G-K direction. It is hardly

visible because it overlaps with the central q = 0
broad peak that originates from inevitable long-
wavelength inhomogeneities in the dI/dV map.
To recover it, wemake use of the isotropic nature
of these inhomogeneities (see central disk shapes
in Fig. 2, C andD), thus rendering the broad q= 0
peak symmetric along G-K and G-M. In Fig. 2I,
we subtract the G-M QPI cut from the G-K one.
This subtraction completely eliminates the q =
0 peak, which allows us to resolve two dispersing
scattering modes (see additional information
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Fig. 2. Intra-BZ Fermi-arc connectivity and
time-reversal symmetry breaking on the Sn ter-
mination. (A) Topographic image of Sn-terminated
(001) surface (Vbias = 95 meV, Iset = 175 pA)
featuring adatoms and subsurface impurities.
(B) dI/dVmap taken on the region shown in (A), at
Vbias = 7.5 meV [VAC = 2.1 meV root mean square
(RMS), f = 733 Hz], showing clear interference
patterns. (C and D) Fourier transform of two dI/dV
maps taken at different energies, showing sharp
QPI patterns. Scattering within the BZ is contained
within the dotted hexagon, and scattering among
adjacent BZs within the solid hexagon, which
connects the Bragg peaks. (E and F) Ab initio
calculated DOS(k) and a corresponding simplified
schematic pocket diagram. Important bands and
scattering processes involving Fermi arcs (pink
arrows) or surface-projected bands (red arrows).
Lack of collinearity of the pocket edges in (E) and
its existence in (F) are marked by gray lines. The
collinearity gives rise to additional QPI patterns
(open pink arrow). (G) Energy-momentum
cut of the QPI along the K-G-M direction.
Identified scattering processes are marked with
corresponding arrows. (H) Energy-momentum
cut of the calculated DOS(K) along K-G-K′
capturing the energy evolution of the triangular
electron pockets around K and K′, the hexagonal
electron pocket around G, and the scattering
processes among them (arrows). (I) Two parallel
G-K QPI modes [within the dashed box in (G)]
highlighted by subtracting the corresponding
G-M cut signifying time-reversal symmetry
breaking. (J) Calculated dispersion of the
momentum transfer from hexagonal to
triangular pockets at K and K′ (pink and red
arrows, respectively).
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in fig. S6, C to F). We naturally attribute the
doubling of this QPI mode to the slight diffe-
rence in momentum transfer when scattering
from the hexagonal pocket at G to the triangular
pockets at either K or K′ (traced from ab initio
calculations in Fig. 2J). The distinct extent in
momentum space of the triangular pockets is a
direct manifestation of broken time-reversal sym-
metry, and the appearance of the second inner
QPI mode is a direct measure of it. These sig-
natures of the time-reversal symmetry broken
surface band structure and the Fermi arcs that it
hosts on the Sn termination provide experimen-
tal confirmation for the existence of a magnetic
Weyl semimetal phase in Co3Sn2S2.
Having established Fermi-arc existence on

the Sn termination, we now show that the Co-
terminated surface exhibits a distinct con-
figuration of Fermi arcs with different Weyl
node connectivity. A topographic image of a
Co-terminated surface and its corresponding
dI/dV map are shown in Fig. 3, A and B, respec-
tively. The associated QPI linecut taken along the
high-symmetry line K-G-M (Fig. 3C) presents a
rich QPI pattern with replicas that span up to
the second-order Bragg peaks. The QPI pattern
differs from thedispersion thatwehave presented
on the Sn surface (Fig. 2G) owing to the distinct
surface potential on the different crystal termi-
nations. To resolve the main scattering processes,
in particular the ones involving Fermi arcs, we

first identify the three main regimes in the
energy evolution of the calculated band struc-
ture in Fig. 3D (further details are in fig. S7A):
(i) At low energies we find six closed electron
pockets around the BZ corners at K and K′; (ii)
upon increasing the energy, all pockets widen
until the three pockets around the K points,
disconnect, and flatten, revealing the Fermi-arc
connectivity. In contrast to the Weyl node con-
nectivity observed on the Sn termination, where
the Fermi arcs connect pairs of Weyl nodeswithin
the same BZ, on the Co termination the Fermi
arcs connect pairs of Weyl nodes from adjacent
BZs. These changes in Fermi-arcs connectivity
result from their hybridization with different
sets of nontopological surface bands that coexist
on the Co and Sn surface; (iii) upon further
increase in energy, the surface pockets around
K′ split by hybridizing with the Fermi-arc
bands around K, forming C-shaped bands that
are partially composed of Fermi-arc states.
These three regimes of pocket structures cor-

respond to three regimes that we identify in the
evolution of theQPI patterns in Fig. 3C: (i) At low
energies (−10 to 30meV), we find several dispers-
ing QPI patterns; (ii) at intermediate energies
(30 to 60 meV), we find a single slightly dispers-
ing mode; (iii) at high energies (60 to 80 meV),
we find a single nondispersingmode. Identifying
this energy evolution together with theoretical
ab initio calculations of the JDOS allowed us to

resolve the scattering processes that give rise to
the QPI patterns that are marked in dotted lines
and arrows of the corresponding color in Fig. 3, C
and D, respectively (see fig. S7 for further infor-
mation). Among the scattering processes that we
have identified, we concentrate here on those that
involve Fermi-arc states (pink arrows), and bands
that evolve with energy into Fermi arcs. The high-
energy scattering between the C-shaped bands
generates the nondispersing high-intensity peaks
inQPI, aswell as in the corresponding JDOS [ellipses
in Fig. 3, E(iii) and F, respectively]. At interme-
diate energies, the Fermi-arc bands separate and
give rise to the slightly dispersing scattering process
marked by the pink arrow in Fig. 3D(ii). It gen-
erates the elongated QPI pattern demonstrated
in Fig. 3E(ii) (pink ellipse) that accordingly sig-
nifies inter–Fermi-arc scattering. At low energies,
we find multiple dispersing scattering processes
whose corresponding origin and JDOS are shown
in Fig. 3D(i) andG, respectively, and traced in the
rich QPI patterns in Fig. 3H. The QPI patterns
that we detect on the Co-terminated surface
indeed differ substantially from those that we
observed on the Sn termination. This allowed
us to confirm the distinct surface band struc-
ture with distinct shape of Fermi arcs and Weyl
nodes connectivity.
We conclude by discussing the S-terminated

surface band structure, which presents a third
distinct case. In contrast to gapped systems in
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Fig. 3. Inter-BZ Fermi-arc connectivity on the Co surface. (A) Topo-
graphic image of Co-terminated (001) surface (Vbias = −95 meV, Iset =
250 pA) featuring adatoms and subsurface impurities. (B) dI/dV
measurement taken on the region shown in (A), at Vbias = −5 meV (VAC =
2.1 meV RMS, f = 733 Hz). (C) Energy-momentum cut of the QPI along the
K-G-M direction. Dispersing scattering peaks are marked by dotted lines.
Scattering events involving Fermi-arc bands appear in pink. Three energy
QPI regimes (i to iii) are identified. (D) Calculated DOS(k) at different
energies, representing the three regimes in the energy evolution of the
band structure: (i) triangular pockets at K, K′; (ii) the pockets at K unfold

into Fermi arcs; (iii) Fermi arcs hybridize with triangular pockets at K′.
Identified scattering processes are marked in colored arrows in corre-
spondence with the colored dotted lines in (C). (E) Fourier transform
of two dI/dV maps taken at intermediate (ii) and high (iii) energies,
showing QPI broad peaks along G-M (marked by pink ellipses) that
originate from the scattering processes in the respective energy ranges in
(D). (F) Calculated JDOS at an energy corresponding to regime (iii).
(G) Calculated JDOS at low energy. Identified scattering processes are
marked by corresponding color in (D)(i). (H) Fourier transform of two dI/dV
maps taken at relatively low energies, showing rich dispersing QPI patterns.
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which the topological surface states are protected
by the bulk gap, the protection of the surface Fermi
arcs is more subtle. To be protected from scatter-
ing into the bulk, the contour of the Fermi arcs
should lie within the Weyl cone’s bulk gap. The
local surface potential, however, can push the
Fermi-arcs contour out of that gap and hence lift
their protection from scattering into the bulk. This
is the case for the S-terminated surface for which
the Fermi arcs overlap with surface-projected bulk
bands at almost all energies and momenta away
from the Weyl node energy (19). Nevertheless,
the S-terminated surface, whose topographic land-
scape is dominated by vacancies (Fig. 4A), exhibits
clear signatures of electronic interference in the
dI/dV mappings (Fig. 4B).
The energy dispersion of the QPI pattern on

the S-terminated surface along the K-G-M sym-

metry line is shown in Fig. 4C. We find several
dispersing patterns (shown in detail in fig. S8);
however, here we focus our attention on the QPI
features that appear along the G-M direction at
~100 meV (within the white dotted rectangle).
In the Fourier-transformed dI/dV map taken at
100meV (Fig. 4D), these QPI features correspond
to the G-M broad peaks, located between the
Bragg peaks and the centered flower-like pattern.
In the calculated DOS(k), at the corresponding
energy shown in Fig. 4, E and H, we identify a
single dominant surface band that decorates
the rims of the bulk band and terminates in the
vicinity of the Weyl nodes. Detailed calculation
shows that it indeed hybridizeswith the Fermi-arc
bands as they emanate from theWeyl nodes (19).
The calculated JDOS (Fig. 4F) is similar to the
measured QPI in Fig. 4D, showing both the broad

peaks and the flower-like patterns. This identifies
the broad QPI peaks with interband scattering
processes (bounded by Qa and QA), and the flower-
like pattern with intraband scattering processes
(bounded by Qb) of that surface band.
Following the energy evolution of the broad

peak QPI pattern, highlighted in Fig. 4G, we find
that it shifts toward smaller momentum transfers
with increasing energy and seems to terminate
below 200 meV. This dispersion is well captured
by the DOS(k) calculation in Fig. 4H, which
shows that the surface band remains bound to
the rims of the bulk band. Finally, cutting the
dispersion DOS(k) through two adjacent Weyl
nodes, as shown in Fig. 4I, reveals that the pro-
jected bands that the surface state follows are the
bulkWeyl cones that hybridize DEWeyl above the
Weyl node energy. The dispersion of the QPI
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Fig. 4. Weyl cone dispersion on the S termination. (A) Topographic
image of the S-terminated (001) surface (Vbias = 50 meV, Iset = 250 pA)
featuring S vacancies. (B) dI/dV map taken on the region shown in
(A) (Vbias = 100 meV, VAC = 5.3 meV RMS, f = 733 Hz), showing
electronic interference patterns correlated with the location of the
vacancies. (C) Energy-momentum QPI cut along the K-G-M direction,
showing several dispersing QPI branches. (D) Fourier-transformed
dI/dV map at the vicinity of the Weyl node energy, showing the
flower-shaped QPI pattern around G and broad peaks along G-M.
(E) Ab initio calculated DOS(k) at the corresponding energy,
showing a single sharp surface band and the extremal scattering

wave vectors (Qa,A,b) among it, where QA corresponds to the largest
momentum separation of the Weyl nodes, DkWeyl. (F) Calculated
JDOS at the corresponding energy agrees well with the measured
QPI pattern in (D). (G) Highlighted QPI cut [from the dotted rectangle
in (C)] showing inward dispersing peak from which we extract
the Weyl cones structure in momentum, DkWeyl, and energy, DEWeyl.
(H) Energy-momentum cut of the DOS(k) along the dashed-dotted
line in (E), showing the evolution of the Qa,A scattering processes.
(I) Energy-momentum cut of the DOS(k) along the dashed line in
(E), showing the extent of the inter-Weyl cone bulk, DEWeyl, gap as
projected to the S surface termination.
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pattern in Fig. 4G accordingly embodies the dis-
persion of theWeyl cones. In particular, its vanish-
ing slightly below 200 meV corresponds to the
merging of the two adjacent bulkWeyl cones and
the termination of the Weyl gap about DEWeyl =
95meV above theWeyl node energy. Themaximal
momentum transfer ofQA = 9.5 nm−1 at theWeyl
node energy indicates that theWeyl nodemomen-
tum separation, DkWeyl, is in agreement with our
ab initio calculation (Fig. 4E). Although on the S
termination the Fermi-arc contours are pushed
out of this bulk gap and therefore could not be
detected, on the Sn and Co terminations, they lie
within this gap, which protects their hybridiza-
tion and allows their detection.
By exposing three different surface termina-

tions in Co3Sn2S2, we draw a distinction between
the conserved properties of this topology class,
such as the energy and momentum of the Weyl
nodes, and those that are sensitive to the details
of the surface, as the Fermi-arc’s dispersion and
Weyl node connectivity. Our results character-
ize the time-reversal symmetry-broken Weyl
phase of the semimetal Co3Sn2S2 and demon-
strate the unprotected aspects of topological
semimetals. These may manifest in other mea-
surements, such as modified magneto-electric
paths in quantum oscillation experiments, and
demonstrate the potential to manipulate and
engineer those topological states by controlled
surface perturbations.
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